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Fundamental and harmonic microbunching in a high-gain self-amplified spontaneous-emission
free-electron laser
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Electron beam microbunching in both the fundamental and second harmonic in a high-gain self-amplified
spontaneous emission free-electron laser~SASE FEL! was experimentally characterized using coherent tran-
sition radiation. The microbunching factors for both modes (b1 andb2) approach unity, an indication of FEL
saturation. These measurements are compared to the predictions of FEL simulations. The simultaneous capture
of the microbunching and SASE radiation for individual micropulses correlate the longitudinal electron beam
structure with the FEL gain.
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Significant progress has been recently achieved in
worldwide effort of self-amplified spontaneous-emissi
free-electron laser~SASE FEL! research and developmen
saturation@1–3# and nonlinear harmonic radiation@4,5# have
been observed from the near infrared to UV wavelengths
signature of the high-gain FEL is the microbunching of t
longitudinal electron beam distribution with a periodicity
the FEL’s fundamental wavelength. By measuring the deg
to which the electron beam is microbunched, important
croscopic properties of the SASE radiation system can
determined. A tightly microbunched system, characteristic
FEL saturation, will contain a microbunching structure ri
in harmonics, and this harmonic microbunching will driv
the nonlinear harmonic radiation~NHR!. NHR, for example,
can be utilized in proposed x-ray FEL’s to attain cohere
harder x rays compared to those of the fundamental ra
tion.

Observations were made on fundamental SASE FEL
crobunching using coherent transition radiation~CTR! @6–8#
and also on an FEL oscillator using other methods@9#. A
direct correlation between the SASE FEL output and elect
beam longitudinal microbunching~determined by CTR! is
presented in this paper; both the fundamental and sec
harmonic microbuching factors are captured from the sa
micropulse as the SASE radiation over the full range of F
gain. Details of the harmonic microbunching measureme
in a SASE FEL, which drive NHR, are presented. Bunch
factors for both the fundamental and second harmonic
experimentally characterized, and compared with SASE F
theory and computer simulation. The results presented in
paper verify that the fundamental microbunching drives
SASE FEL gain, harmonic microbunching, and nonline
harmonic generation.

An intense relativistic electron beam propagating throu
a periodic magnetic undulator may undergo a radiati
producing interaction termed the SASE FEL instability@10#.
This instability proceeds by generating light at the FE
resonant wavelength, and allows the beam to microbunc
the same wavelength. This process has a positive feedb
as microbunching stimulates morecoherentradiation pro-
1063-651X/2002/66~3!/036503~4!/$20.00 66 0365
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duction. As this process evolves and the electron beam c
tinues to microbunch further, the coherence of the radia
field increases, and the SASE power grows exponenti
along the undulator,P}P0 exp(z/Lg). Here, P0 is usually
taken as the coherent fraction of the spontaneous radiatio
the first field gain length,z is the distance along the undula
tor, andLg is the power gain length. When the exponent
growth in radiated power ends~levels off!, the FEL is in a
state termed saturation@11#. At saturation, the beam is mos
densely microbunched, and further coherent power gen
tion is mitigated. As saturation is approached, the modula
of the beam current becomes deep and nonsinusoidal,
significant higher harmonic content. Thus the onset of F
saturation is accompanied by the presence of significant
monics @11–13#, both in the FEL light generated and th
longitudinal electron beam distribution.

The wavelengths at which the electron beam is m
crobunched,lmb, are given by

lmb,n5l r ,n5
lu

2g2n S 11
K2

2 D , ~1!

where lu is the undulator period,g is the electron beam
energy,K is the undulator parameter, andn51,2,3,..., and
n51 corresponding to the fundamental mode. The harmo
microbunching will generate radiation at the same wa
length,l r ,n , and because of the nature of the radiative p
cess in a planar undulator FEL, odd harmonic radiation p
duction is favored@13#. Because the higher harmonic SAS
process is driven by the fundamental microbunching, it
termed NHR. The growth of the NHR starts later in the u
dulator compared to that of the fundamental, as the fun
mental must have considerable gain before the harmonic
crobunching can develop. Experimental observation of N
on the visible to infrared SASE amplifier~VISA! FEL has
been reported@4#.

The theory of CTR and its application to longitudinal m
crobunching measurements of electron beams has been
tensively studied@6–8,14,15#. A more physical picture of the
process, known as the virtual photon, or the Weizsack
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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Williams method@16#, can also be used to give the sam
predictions concerning CTR microbunching@15#. Both
analysis assume the beam charge distribution at the exit
SASE FEL is

r~x,y,z!5

eNexpS 2
x2

2sx
22

y2

2sy
22

z2

2sz
2D

~2p!3/2sxsysz

3F11 (
n51

`

bn cos~nkrz!G , ~2!

whereN is the number of electrons in the bunch,sx,y,z are
the transverse~x,y! and longitudinal~z! beam sizes, respec
tively, kr is the fundamental wave number from Eq.~1!, n is
the harmonic number, andbn is the microbunching factor fo
the nth harmonic. The analysis for CTR assumes that
microbunching period in the beam’s rest frame is small co
pared to the transverse beam size, i.e.,krsx,y /g@1, which is
indeed the case for this FEL. For a given harmonic the C
energy emitted when the electron beam strikes a conduc
surface may be obtained using both traditional~annihilation!
@6,14# and virtual photon models@15#,

Un5
N2e2bn

2

8Apsxsysz
S g

nkr
D 4S 1

sx
2 1

1

sy
2D . ~3!

Predictions from Eq.~3! will be compared to the experimen
tal results and simulations when determining the m
crobunching fractors,bn . Equation~3! shows that CTR from
the harmonic microbunching is reduced significantly fro
that of the fundamental due to its strong dependence onnkr .

The SASE FEL microbunching experiments reported h
were performed using the VISA FEL, located at Brookhav
National Laboratory’s accelerator test facility~ATF!. The
VISA FEL saturated, with optimum electron beam con
tions, before the end of a 4-meter-long permanent mag
undulator. The VISA undulator has a period of 1.8 cm, bu
in strong focusing and an undulator parameterK51.26@17#.
The high brightness beam used to drive the VISA FEL
generated from a 1.6 cellS-band photoinjector. A beam en
ergy of 71 MeV is obtained after acceleration through t
SLAC-type traveling wave accelerator sections@18#. The
beam is then delivered to the VISA undulator through
matching beamline@2#.

The microbunching diagnostic station was installed 30
downstream of the undulator exit and consists of a thin a
minum foil and a 1

2 in. laser quality mirror, separated b
'2.2 cm. The light-tight 6mm foil is used to separate th
SASE radiation from the CTR, as shown in the schema
given in Fig. 1. The SASE radiation is reflected downwa
from the front surface of the foil. Back-emitted CTR fro
the front surface of the foil is also emitted downward and
negligible since it has at least three orders of magnitude
energy than the SASE. Both forward CTR~from the back
surface of the foil! and the back-emitted CTR~from the mir-
ror! are directed into the microbunching detector. The be
and relevant FEL parameters at the foil are given in Tabl
03650
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Calibrated joulemeters were used for measuring both
SASE and CTR signals. To select a desired microbunch
signal, bandpass filters with known spectral responses~cen-
tered at 850 and 415 nm with 50 and 10 nm bandwidt
respectively! were positioned before the CTR detector. T
minimize the possibility of cross contamination in each me
surement, two filters were employed, resulting in an atte
ation at least six orders of magnitude outside the bandpa

Three factors must be taken into consideration when a
lyzing the measured microbunching factors. First, the el
tron beam propagates 30 cm after the undulator exit be
reaching the foil. At saturation, the electron beam is op
mally microbunched and has a large energy spread, cau
the electrons to debunch in the drift space. This leads t
reduction of the bunching factors. In addition, the beam
pands transversely after exiting the strong-focusing und
tor, Eq. ~3! indicates that this transverse expansion sign
cantly degrades the CTR energy. The computer codeGENESIS

@19# was used to study these effects.GENESISsimulates the
VISA FEL interaction and electron beam dynamics throu
the postundulator drift space. Second, the electron be
propagates through the foil before creating part of the m
sured CTR. Thin-target scattering effects in the foil indu
transverse motion in the electrons that can reduce the C
generated@6#. For the 45° positioned cases, 6mm foil and the
parameters given in Table I, the CTR energy is reduced
about 35% for both the fundamental and second harmo
And finally, we note the two CTR sources in Fig. 1. Th
effects of TR interference between two parallel foils are e
amined in Ref.@20#. When the fields from the two source
combine, those emitted from the mirror will have an ad
tional spatially dependent phase. As this phase va
strongly over the emission at the mirror, due to the use
nonparallel emitters, the interference between the two C
sources is diminished. Furthermore, the foil used here
significant surface roughness. The CTR emission from

FIG. 1. CTR microbunch monitor. System simultaneously ca
tures CTR~microbunching! and SASE.

TABLE I. Electron beam and FEL parameters at microbunch
diagnostic, 30 cm after undulator.

Beam Energyg 139
Fundamental wavelengthl r ,1 845 nm
Spot sizesx , sy 60 mm, 120mm
Pulse length,sz 54 mm
ChargeQ 145 pC
3-2
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foil is more diffuse than that from the mirror, and the overl
of the two CTR signals necessary for interference is ag
significantly reduced. The lack of CTR interference was c
firmed when a charge coupled device camera focused
the far field onto a similar microbunching monitor observ
no interference pattern, but a strong CTR signal; the C
collected from the foil and mirror add independently.

To understand the relation between the microbunch
and radiation in a SASE FEL, we first examine the quali
tive nature of the CTR energyUn as a function of the SASE
energy,USASE. Both the fundamental CTR energyU1 and
USASE were captured simultaneously for many micropuls
and Fig. 2 shows these measurements. This is a shot-to
measurement from low FEL gain to saturation. During exp
nential gain, we expect bothU1 andUSASEto be proportional
to b1

2 and observe that they are indeed proportional to e
other before saturation~lower SASE energies in Fig. 2!. This
measurement confirms that microbunching is integral to
SASE gain process and that the fundamental microbunc
and SASE radiation have the same exponential depend
~growth rate! @10#,

b1
2}ESASE}expS z

Lg,1
D , ~4!

whereLg,1 is the gain length for the fundamental SASE r
diation. A fundamental SASE growth rate,Lg,1'19 cm, for
this FEL has been reported@2,4#. The range of SASE value
in Fig. 2 comes not only from SASE statistics, but also flu
tuations in the electron beam due to system instabilit
These fluctuations are inconsequential, however, since
the SASE and microbunching~CTR! are measured for ever
micropulse; a unique microbunching factor can be attribu
to each SASE shot.

Simultaneous measurement of the CTR and SASE e
gies provides another technique in which SASE FEL satu
tion can be verified independently. At highUSASE and above
saturation in Fig. 2, the proportionality described by Eq.~4!
is missing. Even though marginally more SASE radiation
produced in the undulator, the lack of increase in the
crobunching is further evidence that the FEL is in saturati
To compare these results to a microscopic model of
beam,GENESISwas used to simulate the FEL and post und

FIG. 2. Measured fundamental CTR vs SASE. Beam is long
dinally microbunched at a period of 845 nm.
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lator drift, where the particle input used comes from previo
simulations of the injector and beam transport to the undu
tor @2#. Figure 3 plots the microbunching factorb1 as a func-
tion of z, as calculated from GENESIS for the case w
near-optimal gain. When the FEL enters saturation before
undulator end, no further microbunching occurs, confirm
the measurement in Fig. 2. These simulations predict thab1
is reduced tob150.52 at the diagnostic station from its op
timum value,b150.60, immediately preceding the undulat
exit. Using the parameters in Table I, data in Fig. 2, a
including foil scattering effects@6#, Eq. ~3! predicts a mea-
sured bunching factorb150.50, which is in close agreemen
with simulations.

Figure 4 shows measurements of the second harm
longitudinal microbunching,U2 , vs USASE. The unfiltered
SASE energy is dominated by the fundamental since hig
harmonics account only for about 1% of the fundamental@4#.
Again at highUSASE, the second harmonic microbunchin
stops growing, an indication that the beam is not m
crobunching further. Simulations in Fig. 3 show the seco
harmonic microbunching,b2 , as a function ofz. Once again
at saturation, the harmonic microbunching stops growi
confirming the trend shown in Fig. 4.

The microbunching on the second harmonic can be
lated to that on the fundamental using the theoretical pre
tion @11# b2

2}exp(z/Lg,2)}exp(2z/Lg,1)}b1
4. Here, the radia-

tion gain length for the second nonlinear harmonic, is rela
to that of the fundamental byLg,2>Lg,1/2. This relationship,
verified experimentally at VISA@4#, means thatU2 should be
quadratic withUSASE. The data show thatU2 is a stronger

-

FIG. 3. GENESISsimulations.~a! Fundamental bunchingb1 vs z
at peak FEL gain.~b! Second harmonic bunchingb2 vs z at peak
FEL gain. Debunching observed during the 30 cm drift after
undulator.
3-3
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function of USASE than is the fundamental microbunchin
signal,U1 , but establishing a quadratic dependence from
relatively small portion of the data before the saturation
U2 is difficult.

To generate a prediction for the expected bunching fac
we refer to theGENESIS results displayed in Fig. 3. Th
bunching factor at the foil is,b250.2, reduced fromb2
50.40 at the undulator exit. Using the measurements fr
Fig. 4, the measured peak harmonic bunching factor ca
lated from Eq.~3! is b25.13. The discrepancy between pr
dicted and measured microbunching may be due to a va
of factors, such as the uncertainty in the debunching,
which higher harmonics are more sensitive. Also, the
sumption of a Gaussian electron beam longitudinal distri
tion may also have contributed since the real bunch sh
displays some non-Gaussian structure@2#.

The difficulty in obtaining information about higher ha
monic microbunching is further demonstrated by the sea
for the third harmonic~280 nm! CTR signal, inspired by

FIG. 4. Measured second harmonic CTR vs SASE. The bea
longitudinally microbunched at a period of 422 nm in addition
845 nm in Fig. 2.
n.
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previous observation of the third nonlinear harmonic SA
signal@4#. Bandpass filters for the third harmonic were sit
ated in front of the CTR detector, but no conclusive sign
was measured. Equation~3! predicts a detectable signa
~down from the fundamental by a factor of 81!, but GENESIS

predicts that the effect of the debunching onb3 reduces the
CTR by another factor of 10 on the third harmonic, render
the signal undetectable.

In conclusion, the dependence of the longitudinal m
crobunching up to the second harmonic on the obser
SASE FEL gain into saturation has been measured u
CTR. For single micropulses traversing the undulator, SA
energy andb1 , b2 were simultaneously measured. The line
proportionality of U1 on SASE energy up to saturation
clearly established, as is the lack of further microbunch
growth after saturation. The linear relationship between
fundamental microbunching and SASE growth is eviden
the fundamental microbunching drives the FEL radiatio
For the fundamental microbunching measurements the
perimental results were in excellent agreement with the p
dictions of CTR theory and FEL simulations. The seco
harmonic microbunching appears strongly in this SASE F
near saturation, as expected. Less impressive agreemen
obtained for the second harmonic microbunching case du
uncertainties in debunching, transverse beam expansion,
a possible need to generalize CTR theory. In addition,
two lowest microbunching factors (b1 andb2) were charac-
terized; the electrons in the beam are strongly bunche
845 and 422 nm. These results show the dependenc
SASE gain and nonlinear harmonic radiation on the long
dinal structure of the electron beam, the driving mechan
of an FEL.
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